
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a senior ETL developer. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior ETL developer

Define level of effort and ensure all Janus standards and processes are
followed and enforced for the movement, transformation and loading of data
Create and support the associated scheduling logic for the ETL using CA
Autosys scheduler
Read and translate logical data models and use ETL skills to load the physical
layer, based on an understanding of timing of data loads, data transformation
and optimization of ETL load performance
Provide production support and test approaches for data management
projects
Coordinate with infrastructure teams to ensure adequate capacity and
performance planning
Document ETL packages and processes deployment and support instructions
Serve as a senior software developer understanding business data, processes,
and requirements
Work in a global team setting to design, develop and support ETL
architecture for data integration, data warehouse, and data Marts for the
organization
Define and develop application components, platforms, and interfaces
Provide data integration guidance to other MCM cross-functional, cross-
platform application development teams

Qualifications for senior ETL developer

Example of Senior ETL Developer Job Description
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Ability to think and communicate critically in order to support and facilitate
strategic data warehouse extension and analytical initiatives
Expert knowledge of data modeling concepts, data warehouse and data
aggregation processes and strategies
Experience with marketing / customer data
Knowledge and command of data governance/best practices
Previous experience with a corporate BI tool (MicroStrategy)
You should be a stand out colleague and have a positive outlook, with the
personality to work with the development committee present to business or
IT senior managers as required


